Residence hall
room doors
Education solutions

Residence halls are often expected to have the highest level of access
control. But the students who live there are equally concerned about
convenience, creating a need to minimize the credentials that are carried
every day, which can be easily lost or stolen.
Access must be managed around the clock, and balanced

Residence hall room door operational requirements:

with the need for fire and life safety. In addition, many

Door is normally secured

residence halls are older buildings that make it impossible

Access is possible by valid credential or keypad

to run new wiring to support hard-wired electronic systems.

Free egress is available at all times

Standard features
Building and safety codes may vary, but most residential dorm
room doors include these standard features:
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Ives hinges
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Schlage electronic lock
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LCN door closer
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Ives kickplate
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Ives floor stop
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Panel interface module

Residence hall room doors: Education solutions

Innovative solutions for residence hall doors
A safe and secure residential room door includes these smart,
effective and innovative solutions exclusively from Allegion:
Schlage® AD-Series wireless electronic locks
The innovative modular design of the AD-Series allows you
to upgrade reader or networking options without taking the
lock off the door.
Colleges can start with an AD-200 standalone lock and
migrate to an AD-400 wireless networked solution over time
as budget permits.

aptiQ™
smart
cards

Schlage®
AD-Series
locks

AD-Series networked locks enable real-time
centralized lockdown.
The AD-Series, designed on an open architecture platform, can
be fully integrated with many leading access software providers.
aptiQ™ smart cards
Smart cards employ advanced security features that make
them an ideal credential for residential areas on campus.
These cards can also store data and integrate with other
systems in place at a school or university for services like
cashless vending.
Credentials like smart cards prevent unauthorized access
because they can’t be duplicated without authorization.

Note: These security solutions are designed only as a guide and do not take into consideration local codes
and regulations that may be in place. Please contact your local Allegion representative to design a specification
to meet your unique needs.

Start
with
Allegion

Call 877-671-7011

Visit www.allegion.com/us/industries/education

Speak to a specification writer about
building standards, code compliance
or specification assistance

Access our online security and safety
self-assessment tools

Speak with a sales associate about our
solutions, grant funding or seamless
integration with your one card system

Review case studies about how campuses are
protecting its students and with electronic locks

Find information about our products and services
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